I. Introduction
In the latest years many authors have been investigating the stability of two interpenetrating components of a plasma when particle-collisions are neglected. This phenomenon is of considerable interest in the study of ionized gas discharges, klystrons, throchotrons and perhaps the most important, in the study of different fusion experiments.
The first theoretical investigation of instabilities of this kind was done by PIERCE 1 and HAEFF 2 . They showed that two interpenetrating streams with no thermal motions can be unstable. A physical explanation of this kind of instability was given by BÖHM and GROSS 3 . * Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, University of Bergen, Bergen (Norway). 1 J. P. PIERCE, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 37, 980 [1949] . 2 A. V. HAEFF, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 37, 4 [1949] . 3 D. BÖHM and E. P. GROSS, Phys. Rev. 75, 1864 [1949] . Later BUNEMAN 4 ' 5 studied two-stream instabilities thoroughly and found some stability criteria.
When thermal motions are taken into account, the phenomena become more complicated, and the physical cause of the instability or damping is more obscure.
To solve the adequate dispersion equation for the problem, different approximations must be made.
JACKSON 6 and PENROSE 7 employed the NYQUIST criterium and were able to find some general criteria for stability of a wave propagating in a collisionless many component plasma without external fields.
While PENROSE used non-Maxwellian distribution functions for the different plasma constituents, A. JACKSON 8 studied the stability of two Maxwellian components of a plasma with different drift velocities. JACKSON used a graphical technique and gave a detailed analysis of how the instability depends on the wavelength, the difference in drift velocity of the two components, the ratio of the DEBYE lengths and particle masses.
Animated by some experimental results from the B-3 Stellarator, BERNSTEIN, FRIEMAN, KULSRUD and ROSENBLUTH 9 in a short note, investigated the wave instability in a collisionless two component plasma embedded in an external magnetic field. As the wave frequency was rather low, the instability was essentially that of an ion wave.
The authors showed that these ion wave instabilities could lead to a transport of plasma across the magnetic field and were thus able to give a tentative explanation of the observed particle loss in the Project Matterhorn B-3 Stellarator (SPITZER 10 ). (Recent experiments, STODICK et al. 11 and MOTLEY 12 indicate, however, that the loss of particles cannot be explained in full as being due to ion wave instabilities.)
Later BERNSTEIN and KULSRUD 13-15 gave a broader treatment of ion wave instabilities, deriving dispersion equations which they solved for different limiting cases.
' It is shown that when the relative velocity between ions and electrons is large enough, ion wave instabilities occur.
Further investigation was undertaken by SUMI 16 which studied plasma oscillations in an external magnetic field and an external electric field. A drift is thus produced by the latter field and it is in addition time-dependent. The strength of the electric field is, however, assumed very small in SUMI'S work.
Many other papers on drift instabilities have appeard. The above "list" is thus not complete but is fairly representative as a background for the present investigation.
In this paper drift instabilities will be studied from a physical point of view, namely by calculating the Without appeal to the dispersion equation, preliminary stability criteria (criteria where the real wave frequency and wavenumber appear) will be found. The calculations are an extension of previous works by the writer, KILDAL [17] [18] [19] where the LANDAU damping was calculated from energy considerations. As the same considerations now are applied to the drift stabilities or instabilities, the latter may thus be caracterised as a generalized LANDAU damping or growing. The origin of the phenomenon is in any case a resonance effect, as particles with a certain velocity experience a constant electric field when moving in the wave.
As we lean so heavily on the physical mechanism of LANDAU damping, we shall present some comments on the latter in addition to what is said in the previous papers.
II. The Physical Mechanism of Landau Damping
The correct expression for the damping in the non-magnetic, long wave-length case,
has been calculated by DAWSON 20 and by KILDAL from a physical point of view.
In (2.1) to = wave frequency, k = wave number, tOp = plasma frequency, N = electron density and f0(v) = electron distribution function. The physical conditions are an unbounded electron plasma neutralized by motionless ions and no particle collisions.
In order to arrive at (2.1) valid for both 7>0 (damping) and y<0 (growing) an analytic continuation had to be performed as the expression derived was valid only for }><0. See KILDAL 19 (hereafter Paper III), where also the physical meaning of the continuation is recorded.
14 We see from (2.1) that when f0'{oj/k)<0 the wave is damped and when /0' (<o/k) > 0 it is a growing wave. We shall now show that the physical content of this fact is the following. In the case of instability, the density of particles with velocity oj/k is larger in a phase region where energy is given up to the field than in a region where energy is absorbed by the particles from the field. For damping the contrary applies.
To demonstrate this, some results from Paper III will be borrowed.
We let the electric field vary as
where u>' = a> -iy is the complex frequency. The perturbation /ie of the distribution function foe(v) is then found to be
the real part of which is
Here m = electron mass. The energy absorbed by the resonant electrons is given by OO 
A=-e J vEikeiv)
when calculated to zero order in y 21 . The bar indicates mean value in space, i. e., over one wavelength. Now since v and foe{v) are independent of x, the mean value of v E /0e is zero, and the only contribution to (2.5) comes from vEf je . From (2.4) we see that /ie has one component /ie proportional to sin (k x -co t) and another component /ie which is proportional to cos (kx -cot). Only the latter contributes to E /ie . From (2.4) we see that for particles with a velocity v essentially different from cu/k, i.e. \ kv -co\ ^ y, the function /f ie -For particles such that vz^oo/k, f le«^ fie. As it is the latter group, the resonant electrons, which contributes to A, in the case y 0, we shall neglect /ie • Then E and fie(v^a)/k) are in phase. Let us now assume a growing wave y < 0, i. e. /0' (oj/k) > 0.
Looking at Fig. 1 this means that there are more electrons at A than at B where A and B are two points in the wave, symmetric with respect to a point C where E = 0. The particles at A give up energy to the electric field while those at B absorb energy from the field. As the number of electrons at A is larger than the number at B, in the mean over ). energy is absorbed by the field and the latter grows. The increment factor -y is found from the expression
is the energy density in the wave in the laboratory frame.
The same considerations may be applied to the case 7>0.
III. Drift Instabilities without an External Magnetic Field
We shall now use the same method as in our previous papers to calculate the damping when both electrons and ions are taking part in the motion. We shall further assume that there is a displacement u between the points where foe(v) and /oi(f) have their maxima and consequently there is a current in the plasma. The formula for the energy absorption is
where the bar indicates meanvalue in space. Substituting from eq. (2.4) and the analogous expression for /ii, the ion distribution function, we get:
The energy density of the wave being given by (2.7), the imaginary part of the frequency becomes With the distribution functions given by
we see that /oe (w/k) >0 and /oi (co/k) <0, and the condition (3.5) is essentially
~ [fie(x, ü)/k, t) -fu{x, (ti/k, t)]>0 or I /le(x, ü)/k, t) I > I /n(x, co/k, t) I. (3.7)
I. e.; at a point in the wave where £>0 the number of electrons foe + fie(a>/k) must be larger than the number of ions, and when £<0, the contrary applies. That is, the ions in mean over a wavelength are taking energy from the wave, while the electrons are giving energy to the wave, the latter quantity being larger than the former.
we have a neutral electrostatic wave. This does not mean that nothing unusual takes place in the plasma. We have still the resonance phenomenon. Some particles always loose energy, other always gain energy and the linear theory is valid only a short line. We also want to point out that the criterium (3.5) or equivalently (3.7) is not sufficient for instability as we do not know if the real dispersion relation has a solution such that u>/k satisfies this criterium.
IV. Drift Instabilities in the Presence of an External Magnetic Field
We shall now include an external magnetic field in our calculations and shall also limit ourselves to equilibrium distribution functions which are Maxwellian i. e.
-Hy&TT^
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Here Q 2 = vx 2 + vy 2 , Te and T\ are the electron and ion temperature respectively, x = BOLTZMANN'S constant. The external magnetic field which is homogeneous is directed along the z-axis and we have introduced a drift u in the electron distribution function given by (4.2).
For the case that the ions are motionless and that u = 0, the absorption has been calculated in a previous paper 18 , to be referred to as paper II. As the formulas there can be generalized to the present case without much additional calculations, we shall take advantage of this and refer the reader to that paper for details.
From paper II we find that the absorption eq. (17) 
dv, + 2 n i co'* f0(Q,un) X T k-ko
when 7>0 (damped waves). Here an analytic continuation has been performed in order to make y continuous for 7 -> ± 0 . The notation is: k = fc| = wave number, &x = A;sin0, k2 = kcos0 where 0 = angle between B0 and k, co' = co -i y , un= (co' -n coc) /k2 , Jn r) is the BESSEL function of first kind and n'th order, coc = gyration frequency and r = ^/coc gyration radius for electrons. We have also used the fact that for a pure longitudinal wave E x = fc ±E, E Z =^E, where E = E 0 exp{i(k r -OJ't) } . (r = position vector.) (4.5)
The perturbation of the distribution function is then given by (eq. 11-13) OO
fit--^T" /oe e~*kt r C0S V Y i n+i Jn(ki r) ncoce + k2Vz_ (4>6) x Te k n coCe+k2voz -co
Here /oe is given by (4.2) with u = 0. When u 4= 0, the only difference is that the numerator nwce + k2vz must be replaced by n coce + k2 (vz -u). The consequence for A is that (n coce + k2 vz) 2 must be replaced by From eq. (4.7) we are now able to derive the damping factor when the energy density W is known. To find the criterium for instability we only have to demand A < 0, i. e. the expression in the parenthese ] must be negative. From this, the minimum current or drift u necessary to give instability can be found. Different special cases may now be studied. (Ri = ion gyration radius) .
Case II.
We shall now assume ve < 1, which means that we can put 70(ve) «1, 7W + O = 0 , when (4.9a) is retained. For the ions we assume cozti -| G>ci (coci is negative) and that only the therm with n = -1 gives any essential contribution to the absorption: 
V. Expression for the Current Density, Transverse to E and B0
Instead of calculating more special cases of A we shall turn our interest to another effect closely related to the instability or stability treated above.
As mentionned already, the cause of the^ energy absorption is the particles which move with such a velocity that the electric field they experience has a constant component E'. In the non-magnetic case these particles are moving with the velocity co/k and in the magnetic case all particles with a vz component equal to (co -ncoc)Jk2 experience such a constant field. We must then in the latter case also expect a constant drift Vv= [E' xB0]/B0 2 for just these particles, being thus transverse to both the propagation vector k and the magnetic field. Since E\ the electric field experienced by these resonanceparticles, changes sign sinusoidaly along k, the particles drift both along the positive ?/-axis as well as along the negative one. But since also the number of particles changes along the wave as mentionned in section 2, a net current may develop. This is the case for both electrons and ions. The particle drift may also be such that the electron current and the ion current cancel each other, and a zero current density results. This happens when the waves in the plasma have zero damping, i. e., for neutral waves.
As an adequat expression for the flux of resonant particles, we may calculate the current density (jy) res -We shall also derive the relation with the is then when averaged over one wave length I: damping factor and the absorption A, calculated in e r the previous section. We could as well calculate the (y*)res= -g-J £r(/ie-/ii) a V , (5.1) transport of momentum or energy. From the calculations we infer that the current (jy) res is non-zero when k1 4= 0 , i. e., when the wave propagation is not along the magnetic field, and when A 0 . We also observe that (jy) res 4= 0 whether the wave is a damping or growing one, that is whether the drift velocity u, is above or below the critical velocity uc for instability. (jy) res only changes sign when one passes from u > uc to u < uc .
We also repeat that even when A = 0 and thus also (jy) res, we still have a flux of particles along the ± y directions.
We observe that only particles in a narrow region around vz' = (w -n coc) \k2 contributes to the current (/")".. This is connected to the fact that only these particles have a constant drift velocity. However, other particles lying in a little larger region around vz will move very far before they return, and if the plasma is limited in the ^-direction, this would mean an increased flux of resonant -and almost resonant particles along this direction.
At last we should like to mention that the derived current (5.7) could be measured if, by some means, the electric field E could be kept undamped even in a case where A 4= 0 . If, however, the longitudinal oscillations are intrinsic waves in the plasma, the existence of an absorption different from zero leads to a damping of the electric field. The damping leads in turn to a polarization current, where all the particles in the main plasma, as distinguished from the resonant particles, take place. This current averaged over one wave-length, has the same magnitude as (jy) res an d the opposite direction, thus cancelling
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There are two mechanisms of emission depending on the initial plasma density. At low densities, when the ions can be regarded as free particles, the acceleration is caused only by the electromagnetic field at the beginning of the discharge.
At high densities, when the plasma behaves hydromagnetically, the emission mechanism is governed by trapped magnetic fields in the plasma. Under certain initial conditions a plasmoid with a trapped magnetic field is generated, which exists during a time of flight of the order of 10 /us.
Furthermore it is planned to accelerate this plasmoid by a special transmission line. 
